COPA Flight 101

Minutes of the April 5th, 2017 general meeting
Start – 19:00 End – 20:50 Attendees= 32
Bob Burns welcomed those attending and introduced a few people. Elizabeth
Barrett and Michelle Woodhead were in attendance and new member, Cecil
Thorel, was introduced – Welcome.
Jim Baldwin asked for a motion to accept the minutes of the last meeting. Chris
Woodhead motioned thus and Claire Gordon seconded the motion. CARRIED
Bob Burns gave an update on airport events i.e. we have been trying to have the
Tiger Moths we met in Geneseo last year visit Lindsay this summer, CNF4 runway
remediation should begin soon. Stay tuned for updates by frequenting the KLFC
web-site: www.klfc.ca
Also, if you missed it, WM Aeroflight will be setting up a satellite flight training
operation at CNF4. They will offer a C172 with the availability of two instructors
and the opportunity of availing of aircraft maintenance.
Other events to mark on your calendar are: The Hanover Rust Remover Sunday
April 30, 2017 (TC Recency stickers will be provided to registrants.)
June 6, 2017 will see Bryan Webster “Bry the dunker guy” presenting another
seminar on egress training in Richmond Hill. For details go to: info@dunkyou.com
or call: 250-704-6401
We would like to see more KLFC aviation enthusiasts actually fly. To accomplish
this, we need to get the interested people together with pilots willing to offer the
thrill of flight. To successfully implement this, we will send out our KLFC mailing
list out to all members. If you have a problem with this please let Bob know.
If you are going flying either e-mail someone or put the whole list on an e-mail
and say, ”Who wants to go flying? I have a seat available”. Also, other pilots might

want to join you for lunch somewhere. Decide before you go about sharing costs.
To do this on the web-site is difficult because people aren’t checking the web site
that often and this could be a last-minute decision to go flying. I would suggest
those who want to go flying to let it be known at meetings or through e-mails.
Flavelle Barrett Enlightened those attending regarding the COPA for Kids event
planned for June 24th (rain date 25th). Last year, we flew 138 kids and are planning
to accommodate 200 (absolute limit 250). There always are “no-shows”” and
cancellations, so the solid planning ensures satisfaction and continuity to the
event.
The planning should provide for morning flights, a lunch break and an afternoon
round of sorties lasting to 14:30 or 15:00hrs
To successfully fly the anticipated number of kids, we plan on having 35 seats
available.
Regarding the Christmas dinner/dance, we are asking for input. If there is a much
preferred format, new band, great DJ or a VJ please suggest your idea. Contact
Bob Burns: bobburns@i-zoom.net
After coffee, Lee Arsenault and Marilyn Staig were introduced who, then,
presented a fascinating record of their trip to the YUKON and back.
Their “travelogue” included Go-Pro video records of portions of the flights,
landings and a view of some of the towns they visited.
The presentation was a huge success, with a congratulatory comment from all
those who attended.
Motion to adjourn- George Hache, 2nd Claire Gordon
Compiled by Jim Baldwin-Sec
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